MATERIALS
We work for the athlete by applying technology and innovation to enhance their performance based on different playing style, level of play and physical condition. There
are many variables that make each player unique. We combine different, high quality materials to develop a unique racket for every type of player to maximize their
performance.
In this collection we work with 5 different fibers and 3 different rubber cores all with different densities and characteristics.
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TECHNOLOGIES
Increase your power
The dual EXOSKELETON technology with dual 100% carbon
nerves inserted in the frame structure and the heart which
increases the power and structural stability of the racket.
Increase your power
The EXOSKELETON technology with 100% carbon nerves inserted in
the frame structure and the heart, which increases the power and
structural stability of the racket.

Greater resistance racket structure
Perimeter reinforcements all over the racket that provides
greater resistance to high torsions.

Increase your power
Power Groove technology, with a groove inserted in the top of the
racket frame to increase the structural stability of the racket head
which also increases the power of your most aggressive hits.

More power for your attack
Exclusive design for the more aggressive players that provides more
power at ball impact.. The external nerves of the frame also provide
greater stability and strength of the racket..

More effective shots
The arrangement of the holes are specially designed
to increase the spin of the ball at impact.

Increase stability and power.
Insertion of fiber located in the heart of the racket that provides greater
structural stability which enhances the power of your game..

Increased racket durability
The holes are arranged equidistantly in groups of 3, which
strengthens the racket surface and improves durability.

A stronger structure
A double fiber insertion located in the heart of the racket that
provides greater stability which enhances the power of your game.

Enhanced hitting efficiency
A 3D elevation structure in the Racket face which enhances the
ball rotation for your slice and topspin shots providing the best
shot efficiency.

RACKETS

Curve
Carbon Aluminized






































































































































































































































































Even

Slightly Head Heavy

Head Heavy

360- 375

345- 360

340- 355

Protector

310- 330

Sweet Spot Center

Sweet Spot Middle

Sweet Spot Top

All Round

Control

Attack

Junior

Padel Discovery

Intermediate

Intensive

Advanced

Estandrad

EVA

3M

Soft Performance

Frame

Soft Energy

High Memory

Fiber Glass

Surface
50% Carbon 50% FG

Carbon

Fiber Glass

Alutex

Carbon 3K

Smart
Holes

carbon 6k

Lineal

Power Groove

Structural Power

Spin Blade






Power
Embossed Ridge
Structural
Reinforcement

Exoeskeleton

Dual Exoeskeleton

FEATURES
Light Weight
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ADIPOWER 2.0
MATERIALS

CARBON
ALUMINAZED

TECHNOLOGIES

SHAPES

DIAMOND
OVERSIZE

ROUND
OVERSIZE

ADIPOWER 2.0

REFERENCE:RK1AB5U29
EAN: 8436548243722

The new adipower 2.0 is synonymous of high power at the highest level. Dual eXoskeleton technology
combined with Power Embossed Ridge and EVA HIGH MEMORY rubber provide maximum power.
Spin Blade technology will help you generate more ball rotation and effects on your favorite shots.
adipower 2.0 is the most powerful blade in our family.

CONTROL

COMFORT

The shape and balance allows
to generate fast and accurate
movements.

The materials used provide
excellent comfort.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
RUBBER

EVA HIGH MEMORY

Provides more power
FRAME

CARBON FRAME

Gives the racket great resistance
SURFACE
Generates excellent power

CARBON ALUMINIZED

POWER
The technologies and materials
used provide maximum power.

FEATURES
SHAPE
Oversize diamond
LEVEL
Advanced
FREQUENCY Habitual
WEIGHT
360-375 gr
BALANCE
Head Heavy (285 mm)
THICKNESS 38 mm
LENGTH
455 mm
PROTECTOR Protector Tape 3M

ADIPOWER SOFT 2.0

REFERENCE: RK1AB6U16
EAN: 8436548243746

The new adipower SOFT 2.0 offers you maximum power with an excellent feeling of comfort. The dual
eXoskeleton technology combined with the Power Embossed Ridge, provides excellent power. The
oversize mould, together with the EVA SOFT PERFORMANCE rubber, gives your game extraordinary
comfort. Designed for the player looking for a racket with power and SOFT touch. The adipower SOFT
2.0 is the most powerful and comfortable racket in our most technological family.

CONTROL

COMFORT

The shape and balance allows
to generate fast and accurate
movements.

The materials and the rubber
used, provide excellent comfort.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
RUBBER

EVA SOFT PERFORMANCE

The most comfortable feeling
FRAME

CARBON FRAME

Gives the racket great resistance
SURFACE
Generates excelent power

POWER

CARBON ALUMINIZED

The technologies and materials
used provide maximum power.

FEATURES
SHAPE
Oversize diamond
LEVEL
Advanced
FREQUENCY Habitual
WEIGHT
360-375 gr
BALANCE
Head Heavy (285 mm)
THICKNESS 38 mm
LENGTH
455 mm
PROTECTOR Protector Tape 3M

ADIPOWER CTRL 2.0

REFERENCE: RK1CB6U17
EAN: 8436548243739

The new adipower CTRL 2.0 is the racket that offers you the maximum power in CTRL format. The dual
eXoskeleton technology combined with the Power Embossed Ridge and the EVA HIGH MEMORY rubber provide
an excellent power, its round format and its even balance, allow an extraordinary comfort. It is the ideal racket for
daring players looking for extra control. The adipower CTRL 2.0 is the most powerful CTRL format racket in our
most technological family.

CONTROL

COMFORT

The shape and the even
balance facilitate an exceptional
manageability.

The materials used provide
excellent comfort.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
RUBBER

EVA HIGH MEMORY

Provides more power
FRAME

CARBON FRAME

Gives the racket great resistance
SURFACE
Generates excellent power

CARBON ALUMINIZED

POWER
The technologies and materials
used provide maximum power.

FEATURES
SHAPE
Oversize round
LEVEL
Advanced
FREQUENCY Habitual
WEIGHT
360-375 gr
BALANCE
Even (265 mm)
THICKNESS 38 mm
LENGTH
455 mm
PROTECTOR Protector Tape 3M

ADIPOWER LIGHT 2.0

REFERENCE: RK1CB7U12
EAN: 8436548243753

The new adipower LIGHT 2.0, offers you the maximum power and an excellent feeling of comfort with a reduced
weight. The dual eXoskeleton technology combined with the Power Embossed Ridge and Carbon Aluminized
fiber, provide excellent power. Its round format, its even balance and the SOFT ENERGY rubber, they allow an
unbeatable comfort in all the phases of the game.
The adipower LIGHT 2.0 is the most powerful racket with reduced weight in our most technological family.

CONTROL

COMFORT

The shape, the even balance
and its reduced weight, provide
the maximum manageability.

The materials used provide
excellent comfort.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
RUBBER

EVA SOFT ENERGY

Power without renouncing the ball release
FRAME

CARBON FRAME

Gives the racket great resistance
SURFACE
Generates excellent power

CARBON ALUMINIZED

POWER
The technologies and materials
used provide maximum power.

FEATURES
SHAPE
Oversize round
LEVEL
Advanced
FREQUENCY Habitual
WEIGHT
345-360 gr
BALANCE
Even (265 mm)
THICKNESS 38 mm
LENGTH
455 mm
PROTECTOR Protector Tape 3M

CARBON
MATERIALS

TECHNOLOGIES

ADIZERO
SHAPE

CARBON
6K

TECHNOLOGIES

SHAPE

CARBON
6K
ROUND

CARBON
6K

MATERIALS

ROUND

CARBON CTRL 2.0

REFERENCE: RK1CB8U14
EAN: 8436548243760

The new Carbon CTRL 2.0 has been designed to provide maximum precision in each stroke. Power
Groove technology, coupled with 6K carbon fiber, gives the racket great power. The EVA SOFT
PERFORMANCE rubber gives the player exceptional comfort. It incorporates Spin Blade technology
that, together with the Smart Holes Curve, allows a greater rotation of the ball and enhances the
effects.

CONTROL

COMFORT

The shape and the even
balance, allow to generate fast
and accurate movements.

The EVA SOFT
PERFORMANCE rubber gives
the racket excellent comfort.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
RUBBER

The most comfortable feeling
CARBON FRAME

Gives the racket great resistance
SURFACE
Generates great power

The technologies and materials
used provide an optimal power.

FEATURES

EVA SOFT PERFORMANCE

FRAME

POWER

6K CARBON

SHAPE
Round
LEVEL
Advanced
FREQUENCY Habitual
WEIGHT
365-375 gr
BALANCE
Even (265 mm)
THICKNESS 38 mm
LENGTH
455 mm
SURFACE
488 cm2

ADIZERO 2.0

REFERENCE:RK1CB9U12
EAN: 8436548243777

The new ADIZERO 2.0 is the lightest racket in the entire 2020 collection. The 6k Carbon fiber gives
the racket an excellent power. The even balance of the racket, its light weight and the EVA SOFT
PERFORMANCE rubber give the player maximum comfort. It incorporates the Spin Blade technology,
which allows to generate a greater rotation of the ball.

CONTROL

COMFORT

The shape, the even balance and
the low weight provide maximum
handling.

The materials, the rubber and
the shape used provide
excellent comfort.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
RUBBER

The most comfortable feeling
CARBON FRAME

Gives the racket great resistance
SURFACE
Generates great power

The technologies and materials
used provide optimal power.

FEATURES

EVA SOFT PERFORMANCE

FRAME

POWER

6K CARBON

SHAPE
Round
LEVEL
Advanced
FREQUENCY Habitual
WEIGHT
345-355 gr
BALANCE
Even (285 mm)
THICKNESS 38 mm
LENGTH
455 mm
SURFACE
488 cm2
PROTECTOR Standard

CARBON
3K

CARBON
3K

ALUTEX

ALUTEX

ALUTEX

SUPERNOVA
MATERIALS

CARBON ALUTEX
3K

TECHNOLOGIES

SHAPES

OVERSIZE
DIAMOND

OVERSIZE
ROUND

ESSNOVA CARBON 2.0

REFERENCE: RK1AB7U29
EAN: 8436548243784

The new ESSNOVA CARBON 2.0 offers the perfect balance between comfort and power. Its carbon
composition and EVA SOFT PERFORMANCE rubber provide exceptional power and a truly
comfortable handling. It incorporates the Spin Blade technology, which allows to generate a greater
rotation of the ball after impact.

CONTROL

COMFORT
The carbon composition
together with the EVA SOFT
PERFORMANCE provides
excellent comfort..

The shape and the balance
allow to generate fast and
accurate movements.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
RUBBER

The most comfortable feeling
CARBON BRAIDED

Gives the racket great resistance
SURFACE

The shape and materials used
provides excellent power.

FEATURES

EVA SOFT PERFORMANCE

FRAME

POWER

3K CARBON

Great power and excellent ball reléase. Grit finish.

SHAPE
Oversize Diamond
LEVEL
Intensive
FREQUENCY Habitual
WEIGHT
360-375 gr
BALANCE
Head Heavy (285 mm)
THICKNESS 38 mm
LENGTH
455 mm
PROTECTOR Standard

ESSNOVA CARBON CTRL 2.0

REFERENCE:
RK1CC1U17
EAN: 8436548243791

The new ESSNOVA CARBON CTRL 2.0 offers the perfect balance between comfort and power. Its
carbon composition and EVA SOFT PERFORMANCE rubber provide exceptional power and a truly
comfortable handling. It incorporates the Spin Blade technology, which allows to generate a greater
rotation of the ball after impact. The even balance makes this model the ideal for the players who look
for extra control.

CONTROL

COMFORT
The carbon composition
together with the EVA SOFT
PERFORMANCE provides
excellent comfort.

The shape and the balance makes
the racket easy to handle.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
RUBBER

EVA SOFT PERFORMANCE

CARBON BRAIDED

Gives the racket great resistance
SURFACE

The shape and materials used
provide excellent power.

FEATURES

The most comfortable feeling
FRAME

POWER

3K CARBON

Great power and excellent ball release

SHAPE
Oversize Round
LEVEL
Intensive
FREQUENCY Habitual
WEIGHT
360-375 gr
BALANCE
Even (265 mm)
THICKNESS 38 mm
LENGTH
455 mm
PROTECTOR Standard

ESSNOVA 2.0

REFERENCE: RK2AA5U16
EAN: 8436548243807

The new ESSNOVA 2.0 offers the perfect balance between comfort and power. The eXoskeleton
technology provides structural stability and with its shape gives the racket great power. The SOFT
ENERGY rubber maximizes the comfort of the racket and together with the alutex fiber helps you in all
situations. It incorporates the Spin Blade which allows to generate a greater rotation of the ball after
impact.

CONTROL

COMFORT

The shape and the balance
allow to generate fast and
precise movements.

Alutex fibre provides excellent
confort.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
RUBBER

EVA SOFT ENERGY

Power without renouncing the ball release
FRAME

CARBON BRAIDED

Gives the racket great resistance
SURFACE

POWER

ALUTEX FIBER

Great power and excellent ball release

The eXoskeleton technology
together with the EVA SOFT
ENERGY provides great power.

FEATURES
SHAPE
Oversize Diamond
LEVEL
Intensive
FREQUENCY Habitual
WEIGHT
360-375 gr
BALANCE
Head Heavy (285 mm)
THICKNESS 38 mm
LENGTH
455 mm
PROTECTOR Standard

ESSNOVA CTRL 2.0

REFERENCE: RK2CB2U12
EAN:8436548243814

The new ESSNOVA CTRL 2.0 offers the perfect balance between comfort and power. The eXoskeleton
technology provides structural stability and gives the racket great power. The EVA SOFT ENERGY rubber
maximizes the comfort and together with the ALUTEX fiber it helps you in all situations of the game. It
incorporates the Spin Blade which allows to generate a greater rotation of the ball after impact.

CONTROL

COMFORT
The alutex fibers provides
excellent comfort.

Its even balance favors an
excellent handling.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
RUBBER

EVA SOFT ENERGY

Power without renouncing the ball release
FRAME

CARBON BRAIDED

Gives the racket great resistance
SURFACE

ALUTEX FIBER

Great power and excellent ball release

POWER
The eXoskeleton technology
together with the EVA SOFT
ENERGY provide great power.

FEATURES
FORMAT
Oversize Round
LEVEL
Intensive
FREQUENCY Habitual
WEIGHT
360-375 gr
BALANCE
Even (265 mm)
THICKNESS 38 mm
LENGTH
455 mm
PROTECTOR Standard

ESSNOVA WOMAN 2.0

REFERENCE:RK2CB3U19
EAN: 8436548243821

The new ESSNOVA WOMAN 2.0 offers the perfect balance between comfort and power at a low weight. The eXoskeleton
technology provides structural stability and gives the racket great power. The EVA SOFT PERFORMANCE rubber
maximizes the comfort of the racket and together with the alutex fiber it helps you in all situations of the game. The light
weight makes this racket ideal for players looking for a balanced racket with a reduced weight. It incorporates the Spin
Blade which allows to generate a greater rotation of the ball after impact.

CONTROL

COMFORT

Its even balance and low weight
favors an excellent handling.

The alutex fibers provides
excellent comfort.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
RUBBER

EVA SOFT PERFORMANCE

The most comfortable feeling
FRAME

CARBON BRAIDED

Gives the racket great resistance
SURFACE

ALUTEX FIBER

Great power and excellent ball release

POWER
The shape and materials used
provides excellent power.

FEATURES
SHAPE
Oversize Round
LEVEL
Intensive
FREQUENCY Habitual
WEIGHT
345-360 gr
BALANCE
Even (265 mm)
THICKNESS 38 mm
LENGTH
455 mm
PROTECTOR Standard

SERIE V
MATERIALS

FIBER
GLASS

TECHNOLOGIES

SHAPES

ALLROUND

Adidas V700

REFERENCE:
RK3GB7U12
EAN: 8436548243838

The new adidas V700 is the world's most versatile racket, designed with Structural Power to increase
structural stability which provides more power. The FIBER GLASS and EVA SOFT PERFORMANCE
provides excellent comfort. The V700 is synonymous with versatility.

CONTROL

COMFORT
The materials used and the
shape provides optimal comfort.

The shape and the balance
allow to generate fast and
accurate movements.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
RUBBER

EVA SOFT PERFORMANCE

The most comfortable feeling
FRAME

FIBER GLASS

Gives the racket great flexibility and control
SURFACE
Maximum comfort

POWER

FIBER GLASS

EVA SOFT PERFORMANCE
and carbon reinforcements
provide great power.

FEATURES
SHAPE
Allround
LEVEL
Intermediate
FREQUENCY Regular
WEIGHT
365-375 gr
BALANCE
Slightly Head Heavy (275 mm)
THICKNESS 38 mm
LENGTH
455 mm
SURFACE
462 cm2
PROTECTOR Standard

Adidas V70 LIGHT

REFERENCE:
RK3GB8U17
EAN: 8436548243845

The new adidas V70 LIGHT is the most versatile low weight racket, optimal for the player looking to
define their strengths. The Structural Power design increases the structural stability and together with the
specific carbon reinforcements at the heart of the Racket gives it more power. The combination of FIBER
GLASS and EVA SOFT PERFORMANCE provides excellent comfort. The V70 LIGHT is a safe bet.

CONTROL

COMFORT
Fiber glass provides excellent
comfort.

The balance and reduced
weight provide excellent
handling,

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
RUBBER

EVA SOFT PERFORMANCE

The most comfortable feeling
FRAME

FIBER GLASS

Gives the racket great flexibility and control
SURFACE
Maximum comfort

POWER

FIBER GLASS

EVA SOFT PERFORMANCE
and carbon reinforcements
provide great power.

FEATURES
SHAPE
Allround
LEVEL
Intermediate
FREQUENCY Regular
WEIGHT
345-360 gr
BALANCE
Slightly Head Heavy (275 mm)
THICKNESS 38 mm
LENGTH
455 mm
SURFACE
462 cm2
PROTECTOR Standard

Adidas V7

REFERENCE:
RK3GB9U29
EAN: 8436548243852

Shine on the court with the new adidas V7. The perfect racket for the player who wants to define their
game. The carbon reinforcement at the heart of the racket provides great power. The EVA SOFT
PERFORMANCE and the FIBER GLASS surface provides excellent comfort. Its Allround shape
makes the V7 a racket that suits any style of play.

CONTROL

COMFORT

The shape and balance of the
racket, allow to generate fast and
precise movements.

The fiber glass provides
maximum comfort.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
RUBBER

EVA SOFT PERFORMANCE

The most comfortable feeling
FRAME

FIBER GLASS

Gives the racket great flexibility and control
SURFACE
Maximal comfort

FIBER GLASS

POWER
The EVA SOFT
PERFORMANCE provides
optimal power.

FEATURES
SHAPE
Allround
LEVEL
Intermediate
FREQUENCY Regular
WEIGHT
360-375 gr
BALANCE
Slightly Head Heavy (275 mm)
THICKNESS 38 mm
LENGTH
455 mm
SURFACE
462 cm2

DISCOVERY
MATERIALS

FIBER
GLASS

TECHNOLOGIES

SHAPES

OVERSIZE
DIAMOND

ROUND

DRIVE 2.0

REFERENCE: RK5CB5U16
EAN: 8436548243883

The new adidas DRIVE 2.0 will make your first playing experienece highly enjoyable. Its combination
of FIBER GLASS surface and EVA SOFT PERFORMANCE rubber provides maximum comfort in
every shot. The Linear Smart Holes provides your DRIVE 2.0 with excellent durability. The wide hitting
Surface gives you a greater sweet spot.

CONTROL

COMFORT

Even balance favors good
handling.

The combination of EVA SOFT
and FIBER GLASS provides
maximum comfort.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
RUBBER

EVA SOFT PERFORMANCE

The most comfortable feeling
FRAME

FIBER GLASS

Gives the racket great flexibility and control
SURFACE
Maximal comfort

POWER

FIBER GLASS

The racket design provides
great power.

FEATURES
SHAPE
Round
LEVEL
Beginner
FREQUENCY Occational
WEIGHT
360-375 gr
BALANCE
Even (265 mm)
THICKNESS 38 mm
LENGTH
455 mm
SURFACE
519 cm2

MATCH 2.0

REFERENCE:
RK5GA7U29
EAN: 8436548243890

The new MATCH 2.0 will make your playing sensation the best right from the start. The combination of
FIBER GLASS surface and SOFT PERFORMANCE rubber provides maximum confort in every shot.
The Linear Smart Holes provide maximum durability and its wide hitting Surface gives you a greater
sweet spot.

CONTROL

COMFORT

The shape of the racket makes
it easy to handle.

The combination of FIBER
GLASS and EVA SOFT rubber
provides maximum comfort.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
RUBBER

EVA SOFT PERFORMANCE

The most comfortable feeling
FRAME

FIBER GLASS

Gives the racket great flexibility and control
SURFACE
Maximal comfort

POWER

FIBER GLASS

The racket configuration
provides great power.

FEATURES
SHAPE
Allround
LEVEL
Beginner
FREQUENCY Occational
WEIGHT
360-375 gr
BALANCE
Slightly Head Heavy (265 mm)
THICKNESS 38 mm
LENGTH
455 mm
SURFACE
520 cm2

MATCH LIGHT 2.0

REFERENCE:
RK5GA8U12
EAN: 8436548243906

The new MATCH LIGHT 2.0, will bring you the best sensations from the beginning. The combination
of FIBER GLASS surface and SOFT PERFORMANCE rubber provides maximum comfort in every
shot. The Linear Smart Holes provides maximum durability and its wide hitting surface gives you a
greater sweetspot. The reduced weight will contribute to an easier handling of the racket.

CONTROL

COMFORT

The weight and balance of the
racket makes it easy to handle.

The combination of FIBER
GLASS and EVA SOFT rubber
provides maximum comfort.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
RUBBER

EVA SOFT PERFORMANCE

The most comfortable feeling
FRAME

FIBER GLASS

Gives the racket great flexibility and control
SURFACE
Maximal comfort

POWER

FIBER GLASS

The racket configuration
provides great power.

FEATURES
SHAPE
Allround
LEVEL
Beginner
FREQUENCY Occational
WEIGHT
345-360 gr
BALANCE
Slightly Head Heavy (265 mm)
THICKNESS 38 mm
LENGTH
455 mm
SURFACE
520 cm2

ADIPOWER JUNIOR 2.0

REFERENCE: RK4CB1U16
EAN: 8436548243869

Juniors can also dominate the game thanks to the new adipower JUNIOR 2.0. A mirror of the adult
model that perfectly combines power and precision. The design and shape of the frame combined with
the eXoskeleton technology brings power to future champions.

CONTROL

COMFORT

The even balance favors a
great handling.

The composition of the racket
provides excellent comfort.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
RUBBER

EVA SOFT PERFORMANCE

The most comfortable feeling
FRAME

FIBER GLASS

Gives the racket great flexibility and control
SURFACE
Maximal comfort

POWER

FIBER GLASS

The technologies and
reinforcements of the structure
ensure maximum power.

FEATURES
SHAPE
Round
LEVEL
Junior
FREQUENCY Habitual
WEIGHT
310-330 gr
BALANCE
Even (240 mm)
THICKNESS 36 mm
LENGTH
430 mm
SURFACE
449 cm2

ADIPOWER JUNIOR 2.0

REFERENCE: RK4CB2U12
EAN: 8436548243876

Juniors can also dominate the game thanks to the new adipower JUNIOR 2.0. A mirror of the adult
model that perfectly combines power and precision. The design and shape of the frame combined with
the eXoskeleton technology brings power to future champions.

CONTROL

COMFORT

The even balance favors a
great handling.

The composition of the racket
provides excellent comfort.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
RUBBER

EVA SOFT PERFORMANCE

The most comfortable feeling
FRAME

FIBER GLASS

Gives the racket great flexibility and control
SURFACE
Maximal comfort

POWER

FIBER GLASS

The technologies and
reinforcements of the structure
ensure maximum power.

FEATURES
SHAPE
Round
LEVEL
Junior
FREQUENCY Habitual
WEIGHT
310-330 gr
BALANCE
Even (240 mm)
THICKNESS 36 mm
LENGTH
430 mm
SURFACE
449 cm2

BAGS

RACKETBAG PRO TOUR 2.0
The new PRO TOUR 2.0 racket bag is the model that best suits the player. With this Racket bag you will
have enough space to carry all your sports equipment thanks to its specific compartments for the racket
and the variety of pockets with different sizes. Equipped with a thermal insulation material with a large
central compartment, 2 side compartments and a specific compartment with a mesh outer to carry your
shoes. Make the difference with the PRO TOUR 2.0 Racket bag.

CARRIAGE
You can carry it in backpack mode
or with a top handle and a cross
handle.

VOLUME

RESISTANCE

Large central compartment for your
rackets, two side compartments,
and specific compartment for
shoes.

Waterproof materials, quality finish
and high durability for its usual use.
Thermal material.

FEATURES

DIMENSIONS 55 x 43 x 30 cm
CAPACITY

11 rackets

COLORS

black & yellow
black & orange

REFERENCE: BG1PB7U17
EAN: 8436548243937

MATERIALS

• 100 % POLYESTER
• Thermal insulation material
• Waterproof

REFERENCE: BG1PB6U29
EAN: 8436548243920

BACKPACK PRO TOUR 2.0
The new PRO TOUR 2.0 backpack is the model that best suits your needs. You will be able to carry
everything you need thanks to its central compartment and its 2 side compartments in which you can
store your personal belongings. It also includes a specific compartment to carry your racket and laptop.

CARRIAGE

VOLUME

You can carry it in backpack
mode or with a top handle.

RESISTANCE

Large central compartment, two
side compartments, and specific
compartment for the racket.

Waterproof materials, quality
finish and high durability for its
usual use.

FEATURES

MATERIALS

DIMENSIONS

48 x 14 x 31 cm

CAPACITY

6 rackets

COLORS

black & yellow
black & orange

REFERENCE: BG1MA9U29
EAN: 8436548243944

REFERENCE: BG1MB1U17
EAN: 8436548243951

• 100 % POLYESTER
• Waterproof

RACKETBAG MULTIGAME 2.0
The new MULTIGAME 2.0 racketbag will meet all your expectations. It has a main compartment located at
the top, two side pockets and a central compartment with ventilation for your shoes. It simply fits all your
necessities. Designed with high quality materials for high confort and an exclusive look.

CARRIAGE

VOLUME

It feature different ways to carry.
You can carry it in backpack
mode or with two upper straps.

RESISTANCE

Large central compartment, side
pocket ideal for carrying the
racket and pocket with ventilation
for your shoes.

Waterproof, high quality and
durable material with an
exclusive finish.

FEATURES

DIMENSIONS

56 x 29 x 24 cm

CAPACITY

10 rackets

COLORS

black & yellow
black & red
white& blue

REFERENCE: BG2PB8U10
EAN: 8436548243982

MATERIALS

• 100 % POLYESTER
• Waterproof

REFERENCE: BG2PB9U11
EAN: 8436548243999

REFERENCE: BG2PC1U44
EAN: 8436548244002

REFERENCIA:
EAN:

BACKPACK BARRICADE
MULTIGAME 2.0
2.0

The new MULTIGAME 2.0 backpack has been designed for the most demanding players. It is
undoubtedly the perfect complement. It has a main compartment to store your rackets and a small
central pocket to carry keys and other personal belongings. A new innovative design with lightweight and
high quality materials.

CARRIAGE

VOLUME

It has got different holds. You
can carry it in backpack mode or
with a top handle.

RESISTANCE

Large central compartment,
racket compartment and a
smaller central compartment for
your personal belongings.

FEATURES

DIMENSIONS

29 x 15,5 x 47 cm

Waterproof materials, quality
finish and high durability for
every day use.

MATERIALES

• 100 % POLYESTER

CAPACITY

6 rackets

• Thermal insulation material

COLORS

black & yellow
black & red
white & blue
black & grey

• Waterproof

REFERENCE: BG2MB5U44
EAN: 8436548244040

REFERENCE: BG2MB3U11
EAN: 8436548244026

REFERENCE: BG2MB4U18
EAN: 8436548244033

REFERENCE: BG2MB2U10
EAN: 8436548244019

RACKETBAG TOUR 2.0
The new TOUR 2.0 is one of the most comfortable racketbag in our collection. Designed with a large
central compartment, 2 specific side compartments for your rackets and a dedicated shoe compartment
with ventilation. 2 color matching design.

CARRIAGE

VOLUME

You can carry in backpack
mode, with a top handle or with
a cross strap.

RESISTANCE

Large central compartment, two
side compartments for your
rackets, and specific one for
shoes.

Waterproof materials, quality
finish and high durability for the
frequent use.

FEATURES

DIMENSIONS

55 x 36 x 30 cm

CAPACITY

9 rackets

COLORS

black,yellow & blue
black ,red & green

REFERENCE: BG1PB8U35
EAN: 8436548243968

MATERIALS

• 100 % POLYESTER
• Waterproof

REFERENCE: BG1PB9U43
EAN: 8436548243975

RACKETBAG CONTROL 2.0
Bring all your gear to your padel match with the new CONTROL 2.0. Designed with a central
compartment to carry your clothes and a side compartment for your racket or personal belongings.
Available in 3 colors.

CARRIAGE

VOLUME

RESISTANCE

Large central and lateral
compartments.

You can carry it in backpack
mode or with the top handle.

Waterproof materials, quality
finish and high durability for the
frequent use.

FEATURES

MATERIALS

DIMENSIONS

57x 32 x 40 cm

CAPACITY

7 rackets

COLORS

black,& blue
black & green
blue

REFERENCE: BG3PB2U12
EAN: 8436548244071

REFERENCE: BG3PB2U12
EAN: 8436548244071

• 100 % POLYESTER
• Waterproof

REFERENCE: BG3PB1U15
EAN: 8436548244064

WEEKEND BAG 2.0
The new WEEKEND BAG 2.0 will be the perfect complement for your padel matches. It has a large central
compartment, a dedicated compartment for your racket and a small pocket to carry your personal
belongings. Give your matches a touch of style with this new bag.

CARRIAGE

VOLUME

RESISTANCE

Large side compartment for all
your accessories and specific
one for the racket.

You can carry it on the shoulder
or using the top handles.

Waterproof materials, quality
finish and high durability for the
frequent use.

FEATURES

DIMENSIONS

MATERIALS

56x 18 x 42 cm

CAPACITY
COLORS

black,& white
white & black

REFERENCE: BG4BA5U10
EAN: 8436548244088

REFERENCE: BG4BA6U11
EAN: 8436548244095

• 100 % POLYESTER
• Waterproof

BIG WEEKEND BAG 2.0
The new BIG WEEKEND BAG 2.0 will be the perfect complement for your padel matches. It has a large
central compartment, a dedicated compartment for your racket and a small pocket to carry your personal
belongings. Give your matches a touch of style with this new bag without limiting what necessities you can
bring to court.

CARRIAGE

VOLUME

RESISTANCE

Large side compartment for all
your accessories and a
dedicated racket compartment.

You can carry it on the shoulder
or using the top handles.

Waterproof materials, quality
finish and high durability for the
frequent use.

FEATURES

MATERIALS

DIMENSIONS 63x 25 x 50 cm
CAPACITY
COLORS

REFERENCE: BG4BA7U10
EAN: 8436548244101

black,& white
white & black

REFERENCE: BG4BA6U11
EAN: 8436548244118

• 100 % POLYESTER
• Waterproof

RACKET SACK PROTOUR
The new RACKET SACK PROTOUR, offer you the possibility of using them, not only to bring your racket
for your padel matches but also in your day to day activities. Designed with a central compartment where
you can carry your racket or shoes and a side compartment to carry your personal items. It also
incorporates an elastic mesh compartment to get quick access to what you need.

CARRIAGE

VOLUME

RESISTANCE

Side compartment for all your
accessories and specific one for
the racket.

You can carry it on the shoulder
or using the backpack handles.

Waterproof materials, quality
finish and high durability for the
frequent use.

FEATURES

MATERIALS

DIMENSIONS

36x 45 cm

CAPACITY

2 rackets

COLORS

orange & black
blue & white
green & black

REFERENCE: BG5VA3U12
EAN: 8436548244149

• 100 % POLYESTER

REFERENCE: BG5VA1U29
EAN: 8436548244125

• Waterproof

REFERENCE: BG5VA2U17
EAN: 8436548244132

SHOE BAG
The new SHOE BAG 2.0 serves the purpose you have been waiting for. Dedicated for your shoes, it will
help you avoid odors thanks to its specific breathable design. Designed with a large central compartment
where you can carry your shoes separated from other sports equipment.

CARRIAGE

VOLUME

You can carry it using the grip
handle.

RESISTANCE

Specific central compartment for
shoes.

Waterproof materials, quality
finish and high durability for the
frequent use.

FEATURES

DIMENSIONS

36 x 18 x 24 cm

CAPACITY

1 pair of shoes

COLORS

black&yellow
black&silver

REFERENCE: BG5VA5U34
EAN: 8436548244163

MATERIALS

• 100 % POLYESTER
• Waterproof

REFERENCE: BG5VA4U29
EAN: 8436548244156

ACCESORY BAG
The new ACCESORY BAG has been designed for players that do not miss any details. It has a central
compartment where you can carry your wristbands, balls, cap or other personal belongings.

FEATURES

MATERIALS

DIMENSIONS 25x12x 13cm

• 100 % POLYESTER

COLORS

• Waterproof

REFERENCE: BG5VA8U12
EAN: 8436548244194

black&yellow
black&Orange
black&blue
grey&pink

REFERENCE: BG5VA7U17
EAN: 8436548244187

REFERENCE: BG6VA6U29
EAN: 8436548244170

REFERENCE: BG5VA9U13
EAN: 8436548244200

PADEL WALLET
Bring the most important personal belongings in the new PADEL WALLET. Designed to keep those
personal items that are hard to find because of their small size. It has a main compartment and a secure
locking system.

FEATURES

MATERIALS

DIMENSIONS 14x4x7,5cm

• 100 % POLYESTER

COLORS

• Waterproof

black & yellow
black & orange
black & blue
grey & pink

REFERENCE: BG5VB3U12
EAN: 8436548244231

REFERENCE: BG5VB2U17
EAN: 8436548244224

REFERENCE: BG5VB1U29
EAN: 8436548244217

REFERENCE: BG5VB4U13
EAN: 8436548244248

ACCESORIES

ADITOUR XP BALLS
Discover the new ball adiTour xP, a premium ball made with the best materials, designed for the most
demanding player that wants the maximize their game. Engineered for high durability and superior
pressure retention it offers a perfect balance between bounce and control. Premium lightweight woven
felt specially developed for padel.

COMFORT

BOUNCE

Energized core delivering exceptional
dynamic performance whilst maintaining
a soft feel.

LONG-LASTING

Highly responsive rubber core
for an easier kick-out.

MATERIALS

High quality rubber core for
improved pressure retention.

FEATURES

•

CORE: Natural rubber Core.

• STRUCTURE: 2-piece ball.

•

FELT: Premium lightweight woven felt
for a lighter feel.

• LEVEL: competition
• WEIGHT: 56,5-59,0 gr.
• DIAMETER: 2,61-2,66 inch

REFERENCE: BL2XA1U14
EAN: 8436548241797

WRISTBANDS
Don’t let the sweat influence your game. These wristbands are built to get the best absorption and keep
away the sweat from your skin. With our dedicated adidas padel logo.

LONG- LASTING

COMFORT

The materials used allow its prolonged
use.

SIZE(S)

RESISTANCE

Cotton-blend terry cloth for soft
comfort.

High quality materials for
intensive use.

SIZE(L)
FEATURES (S size)

FEATURES(L size)

• DIMENSIONS: 7x7,6cm

• DIMENSIONS: 11x7,6cm

• COLORS: blue/orange/white/lime

• COLORS: blue/orange/white/lime

• Units: 2

• Units: 2

S BLUE
REFERENCE: AA4WA5S12
EAN: 8436548241865

L BLUE
REFERENCE: AA4WA6L12
EAN: 8436548241872

S ORANGE
REFERENCE: AA4WA7S17
EAN: 8436548241889

L ORANGE
REFERENCE: AA4WA8L17
EAN:8436548241896

S WHITE
REFERENCE: AA4WA1S11
EAN: 8436548241339

L WHITE
REFERENCE: AA4WA3L11
EAN: 8436548241353

PROTECTOR TAPE
Give your racket the maximum protection with the PROTECTOR TAPE 3M. This lightweight and highly
resistant protective tape will protect your racket in the most demanding situations.

LONG- LASTING
The materials used allow its prolonged
use.

COMFORT

RESISTANCE

Easy to attach thanks to its 3M
adhesive.

FEATURES

• DIMENSIONS: 37 cm x 3,6 cm x 0,5 mm

High quality and highly resistant
to abrasive contact with the
court surface and structure.

MATERIALS

• 100% polyurethane material.

• COLORS: black/transparent

REFERENCE: PT01BK
EAN: 8436548240707

REFERENCE: PT01TR
EAN: 8436548241247

GRIPS
The Replacement grip provides you with excellent grip, even in extreme humid conditions that will allow
you to perform the best no matter the weather conditions.

LONG- LASTING
The materials used allow its prolonged
use.

COMFORT
Soft and tacky touch.

FEATURES

RESISTANCE
Best quality materials for the
most comfortable feel.

MATERIALS

• DIMENSIONS: 72 cm x 2,5 cm x 1,8 mm

• 100% polyurethane material.

• COLORS: red/white/black

REFERENCE: GR01WH
EAN: 8436548240028

REFERENCE: GR01RD
EAN: 8436548240004

REFERENCE: GR01BK
EAN: 8436548240011

OVERGRIPS(pack)
Highly adhesive overgrip with great sweat and water absorpsion. Maximum comfort and a soft feel for the
most demanding rackets handles.

LONG- LASTING
Side cuts to facilitate installation.

COMFORT
Soft and tacky feel.

FEATURES

High quality materials for the
most comfortable feel.

MATERIALS

• DIMENSIONS: 100 cm x 2,5 cm x 0,75 mm
•
•
•
•
•
•

RESISTANCE

• 100% polyurethane material.

COLORS
3 PACK: orange
3 PACK: yellow
3 PACK: pink
3 PACK: black
3 PACK: white

REFERENCE:OG01YE
EAN: 8436548241223

REFERENCE: OG01PK
EAN: 8436548241230

REFERENCE: OG01OR
EAN: 8436548241216

REFERENCE: OG01BK
EAN: 8436548240035

REFERENCE: OG01WH
EAN: 8436548240059

OVERGRIPS(set)
Highly adhesive overgrip with great sweat and water absorpsion. Maximum comfort and a soft feel for the
most demanding rackets handles.

LONG- LASTING
Side cuts to facilitate installation.

COMFORT
Soft and tacky feel.

FEATURES

High quality materials for the
most comfortable feel.

MATERIALS

• DIMENSIONS: 100 cm x 2,5 cm x 0,75 mm
•
•
•
•

RESISTANCE

• 100% polyurethane material.

COLORS
25 pcs SET: red/white/black
45 pcs SET: white
45 pcs SET: yellow/pink/orange

REFERENCE: OG02MX
EAN: 8436548240073

REFERENCE: OG03YOP
EAN: 8436548241322

REFERENCE: OG03WH
EAN: 8436548241254

